Transparent Language to Showcase Upgraded Online LanguageLearning Platform at 2014 ALA Annual Conference
Conference attendees can get a sneak-peak demonstration of the all-new program interface
and features in Transparent Language Online.
Nashua, N.H., June 18, 2014 – Transparent Language, Inc., a leading provider of languagelearning technology for the government, education, corporate, library, and consumer markets, is
set to exhibit at the American Library Association (ALA) Annual Conference, June 26-July 1, 2014,
in Las Vegas, N.V. During the conference, representatives from Transparent Language will be
available to demonstrate and discuss the upcoming release of an all-new version of Transparent
Language Online, the company’s multi-platform language-learning system.
The newest upgrade will include:





A fully-redesigned user interface featuring easy navigation with a mouse and keyboard
on computers, or with a touch-screen on tablets
A “Learning Path” which lets users track their progress and personalize their learning
experience
A more visible “Learned Items” history that keeps track of each learner’s progress and
encourages regular engagement
Access to a variety of “practice” activities and games to make learning more fun and
flexible

Additionally, Transparent Language Online for Libraries includes:








Courses and supplemental language-learning material available in over 90 foreign
languages, plus extensive English learning
Unlimited access during the entire subscription period
Compatibility with common web browsers and operating systems
An administrative portal that is accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Real-time statistics with continuously updating usage reports to measure ROI
Language-learning materials delivered entirely online with no additional media
Mobile applications for iOS and Android™ devices

To speak to a representative from Transparent Language at the 2014 ALA Annual Conference,
visit booth 1749. If you will not be attending the conference, but would like more information,
email library-sales@transparent.com.
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About Transparent Language, Inc.
At Transparent Language, we leverage our expertise in technology, learning, and language to
build innovative language-learning and teaching software for use by US Government agencies
and organizations, as well as hundreds of public libraries, thousands of schools, and millions of
individuals. We are serious about language learning. We care about all languages, regardless of
commercial value. We believe that language is the heart of culture. We believe that technology
needs to have transformational impact on all courses and curricula, not just a few courses. It
needs to benefit not only individuals, but entire programs and communities. We believe that
great language technology not only changes the user experience; it transforms the economics,
logistics, and reliability of language learning.
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